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Curatorial Rationale 
• In IB Art, I learned that you have to experiment with different topics until you find the one. After switching a 

couple of times, I finally fell in love with one: the human body. The human body is something so unique, and 
comes in every shape and form. Throughout this theme, I have greatly improved not only my skill, but also the 
way I view my subject and how I can manipulate it into art. From using different mediums, and sculpture 
materials, I will accomplish displaying the body inside and outside. The reason I chose this topic is because I 
find the diversity between different people rather beautiful. I don’t want to just focus the exterior of the human 
body-skin- but also the interior- blood- skull-nerves- and organs. It amazes me how every part of the body 
serves a purpose, but I also want to experiment with the kind of mood my artwork displays. I was afraid to risk 
anything in my pieces, and I managed to break out of my comfort zone. From using dark shades of blue to 
create shadows, to creating a geometric collage, I  have made pieces I did not know I could create three or 
even two years ago. I’m happy to say that I’m glad I stepped out of my comfort zone, and experimented with 
color and texture. Artists that gave me inspiration was Frida Kahlo for “Soñar Con Los Dientes En La Mano”, 
Willem De Kooning for  “Corporis” and “Possible Side Effects Include…”, Edward Weston and Parmigianino for 
“Janelle with a long neck” , Andy Warhol for “Ovary-action” and “Stretch Marks” , and Manuel Neri for “Bell 
County John Doe”.  

• By the end of my exhibition, I realized that throughout my pieces, that they all tell a story. “Janelle with a long 
neck”, shows that aesthetics within a collarbone, and neck- the beauty which had tone shared with others.  “The 
Body of Christ”, tells the story of Jesus. “Corporis", is the story of a man and his sufferings. A girl sits in solitude 
staring at the viewer in “Soledad”. In “Soñar Con Los Dientes En La Mano” the piece is telling the story of a 
dream that is reoccurring. While in “Possible Side Effects Include…” tells of a girl risking everything just to fall in 
love. “Ovary-action” explains the story of when a girl becomes a woman. In my installation piece, “Bell County 
John Doe”, the story of an unidentified body. “Stretch Marks” shows the story of the growth within a woman. 







Janelle with a 
Long Neck

• 26.5 x 20 cm  

• Photograph 

• I wanted to show that the collar 
bone, and neck, can look 
beautiful from every angle. 



The Body of Christ

• 25 x 40 cm Acrylic paint, Gel medium 

• I have depicted the Body of Christ through symbolism. I chose to represent Christ’s body through objects 
and Catholic symbols. Even though he’s not physically here with us, we have objects that make us feel like 
he is. That’s the beauty of Faith. 



Corporis

• 38.5 x 29.5 cm 

• watercolor and ink 

• The male torso is shown in a violent way to 
show that the body can go through 
suffering and pain, and still maintains it’s 
beauty. 



Soledad

• 36 x 28 cm  

• acrylic paint 

• gloppy substance 

• I wanted to show that it’s 
usually awkward for the 
subject to be looking straight 
at the viewer. Which was my 
intent- to make the view 
uncomfortable. I experimented 
with volume on a 2D piece.



Soñar con los Dientes 
en la Mano

• 24 x 53 x 21 cm 

• plaster cloth, acrylic paint 

• A common dream that people usually have is 
seeing their teeth fall out. This year I’ve had that 
dream, and decided to recreate it. 



Possible Side 
Effects Include…

• 27.5 x 17 cm 

• collage 

• Some would say that Love is like a drug, and like all drugs- 
prescription or not, they come with side effects. But few will 
overcome those side effects and give their heart to the ones 
they love. 



Ovary-action

• 40 x 40 cm 

• linoleum block print 

• My first approach 
to this piece was a 
personal one. I 
actually have cysts 
on my ovaries, but I 
wanted to express 
that every woman 
has the same basic 
structure. Some 
have lighter 
periods, others 
have heavier ones. 
But we all bleed. 



Bell County 
John Doe

• tape casting, natural 
environment 

• 137.16 x 26.67 x 71.12 

• I wanted to create a piece that 
shows, in an unsettling way, that 
the human body, can also tell a 
story. 



Stretch Marks
• 21.5 x 14 cm 

• linoleum block print 

• Stretch marks are slowly 
become socially acceptable. 
From pregnancy, to losing 
and/or gaining weight, each 
mark is unique in every way.


